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Beyond narrative schematizing or a 
well-defined exception to it? 
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Preview 
  Idea 
  Theory 
  Operationalization 
  Design 
  Results??? 
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Idea – Do you know this 
 Handle Exceptions to avoid crashes! 
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Idea –Humor, Cognition and Narrative  
  Humour means to handle  
  an exception within 
  the cognitive process of imagining 
  narrative action! 
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Theory 
  Event: Transformation from state A to state B 
  Reader has certain expectation 
  Result fails to meet this expectation 
  Humour: Possibility to handle this exceptional outcome   
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Operationalization - Event 
  Text feature: 
-  Identifying an object 
-  Define a phrase – the first state of the object (i.e. Exposition) 
-  Define another phrase – the second state of the object (i.e. 
Disposition) 
  Reader’s construction: 
-  Coding both the event’s exposition and disposition by predicates 
to describe either state 
-  Sort predicates into predicate classes to get a semantic 
categorisation 
-  Defining the relation between both predicates to get a 
transformational categorisation (“normal” vs. “exceptional”)  
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Operationalization - Event 
Event(Object, P_Exp, Pclass_Exp, E_Start, E_End, 
P_Disp, Pclass_Disp, D_Start, D_End) 
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Operationalization – Hypothesis 
  If there appears an exceptional transformation I predict that 
an event was mentally represented which is constructed with 
the cognitive pattern of humour. 
  This leads the reader to feel a humour effect while evaluating 
narrated action. 
  How to test this hypothesis?  
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Design - Overview 
  Two parts: 
1.  Collecting data about the subject‘s constructions of events 
2.  Collecting data about the subject’s response to the narrated 
action 
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Design - Events 
  Defining and coding events 
  The featural part of the events is still given (Object, 
Exposition-, Disposition-Phrase) 
  Coding them with semantic terms by subjects 
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Design - Events 
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Design – Events  
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Design - Events 
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Design – Event: Results 
  Number of „normal“ events 
  Number of „humorous“ events 
  Number of episodes 
  Event-Integration-Index as a Relation: likelihood of the 
results – (actual number of episodes / possible number of 
episodes) * 100 
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Design – Event: Results 
  Statistical tests to predict the validity of the data 
  Problem: 
On this basis no prediction about the theory of narrated 
humour is possible. Does an exceptional transformation 
correspond to internalized cognitive concepts of humour?    
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Design – Reader‘s Response 
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Design – Reader‘s Response 
  How to operationalize the readers response to narrated 
action? 
  Covariation? What other features (discourse, figures etc.) will 
influence the reader’s feeling about the text using the 
proposed design? 
  But in principle:  
Lickert-Scales seem to be a good design to assess  
readers’ feelings 
  Quantitative results on the evaluation of humour 
  Correlate the data from both tests 
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Results ??? 
  Not yet but pretests 
  ... 
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